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Thisaniclc offers a critique ofthe work ofGeorge Ganaway
(1989, 1990) who suggested that in considering the existence of widespread, interlocking cults that practice ritual
abuse, we need LO lookatahernative explanations for diems
who report these experiences in their background.
A summary of Ganaway's viewpoint is as follows. In
Ganaway (1989), he lists four possibilities loexplain accounts
of satanic ritual abuse in clients wilh MPD:
I.
2.

3.

4.

The memories are factual with Tcal or illusory
human sacrificial rituals.
Factual memories or real rimal abuse by cultic dabblers or non-satanists wishing to create the illusion
of a cult.
Fantasy, illusion, and haUucination-mediated screenmemories, internally derived, are pan of Lhe defensive and restitutive role of dissociated alters. A mixture of"borrowed ~ ideas, cbamcters, symbols, myths,
and untrue accounts ofsatanic activity from outside
sources combine wilh the dielll's own illlernal
beliefS)'Stem. This leads to Lhe formation ofa whole
world ofcultcharacters who could manumcrure memories of ritual abuse.
The same as No. 3 above butex.ternallyderived iatrogenically from a therapist or other authority figure.
Once again, alters could manufacture a pseudohistOl)'
ofritual abuse that may replace Mmore prosaic childhood trauma. M

He furthcr cites the idea that widespread accounts of
satan ism constitute an Murban legend. ~ Ganaway also notes
me publication ofbooks such as MirhlleRememhmand Satan s
UntkYground, ex.tensive media attention, and the networking of diems and therapists nationally who share information and cross validate each other's realities. This all has presumably fueled an explosion of factitious accounts of ritual
abuse in MPDs.
In his abstract entitled "A Psychodynamic Look at
Alternative Explanations for Satanic RitualAbusc Memories
in ~fPD Patients" (1990), Ganawa)' reveals where he stands
on the etiologyofthe numerous reports ofMPD/ ritual abuse.
He states, 1'he concept of screen memories will be shown
to play an important defensive and restitutivc role psychodynamically to cover up perhaps morc prosaic, yet still less

tolerable traumatic childhood experiences."
A ;'screen memory" is defined as follows in the Psychiatric
Dicliona'}' (Campbell, 1981):
When a memory, a real thought, not a fantasized
one, is llsed as a shield to conceal an allied memory, it is called a screen memory or cover memory,
thus, whcn a patient recalls playing in the basement
but does not remember the nature of the play, hc
is said to be providing a screen memory.
Ganaway describes a screen memory as not a real memory blll a fantasy. This provides considerable difficulty in
accepti ng the validity of his conceptualization; it either has
to be one or the orner. Ifitis a screen memory in the accepted sense, then it proves me existence of ritual abuse.
In an earlicr paper (Smith, 1987), I looked at a chain
of conditioned memories and cognitions that are used in
dissociative disorders to dose dissociations (to manipulate
arousal and sedation in clients who would otherwise be Slullified by trauma). The third order of conditioned stimuli
are everyday anxieties and worries. The second order are
phobias, obsessions, dreams and taboos, and the first order
are the actual memories which e\'oke the first order of conditioned responses of terror, rage, dread and despair.
M.1l Toomin (Toomin &Toomin. 1975) discovered that
the Galvanic Skin Response (GSR), now referred to as SCR,
will risc when emotionally significant material nears conscious awareness. She also found little or no reaction to well
rehearsed "horror stories" that clients used as red herrings.
Toomin called me psychodynamic useofbiofeedback "Activc
Biofeedback" since the instrumentation is activcly used to
uncover and soothingly process stressful or traumatic materiaL
Biofeedback instrumentation reacts consistently with the
approach of the first order of conditioned responses. Skin
conductance response (SCR) rises dramatically and muscular tension increases. Smith (1987) illustrated the use of the
SCR and H.'IG (muscle tension) in uncovering a traumatic
memO!)' in an MPD client with a history of ritual abuse.
Peripheral skin temperature, which usuallydropsduring Slress,
can be measured with an external temperature gauge.
Changes in EEG activity can also be used to verifY the significance and rcality of emerging material.
Kluft (1987) reponed that when he attempted to repeat
efforts of other investigators to induce iatrogenic MPD, the
resultant phenomena were not like clinical MPD. Because
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Kluft and others could not reproduce the phenomenology
of clinical ~fPD, it is difficult to believe that aspects of a personality, such as screen memories, could be interjected into
a person already suffering from MPD. In considering adult
survivors of ritual abuse, relatively new and unforced fantasy material assimilated into their cognitive system during
their twenties, thirties or forties could not, according to conditioned leaming theory, be inserted far enough down the
chain of conditioned. stimuli to serve as a cover device mal
could evoke the level of abreaction that is routinely reported by therapists who treatclients diagnoS(:d as suffering from
ritual abuse.
Gana"''3.yseems to have made a glaring conceptual error
in confusing manufactured fantasy material with the idea of
screen memory. Because of the influence of investigators
like Ganaway. Putnam, and Mulhern, errorsoflhis type need
to be recognized and evaluated and perhaps a reconceptualization needs to take place.
In theremainderofthisarlide, I would like to comment
on !.he tone ofGanaway's article (1989) and some thoughts
it has generated.
While Ganaway does acknowledge the "astly increased
study in the last decade of people suffering from the effects
ofchildhood traumata and nOtes Masson's attack on Freud's
fantasy theory. he does not, as seems to be true of most peopic in the field of psychotherapy, acknowledge that since
the time of Freud until very recently, therapists have functioned as apologists for the social stalUS quo.
People with mental disorders were considered aberrant
beings in a normal culture. When they were "readjusted,"
they could take their place back in a reasonable society,
Children with broken bones were said to be suffering from
soft bone syndrome. Incest was thought to be virtually non·
exjstent, and l\IPD was a rare disorder. Only one book (Cork,
1969) considered the plight of children of alcoholics while
millions of adult children of alcoholics with S)'lllptoms of
PTSD passed through therapists' offices without any recognition of their traumatized states (Identity Report, Adult
Children ofAlcoholics, 1984; Russell, 1984; Cermak, 1985).
A number of writers have tried to point ollt over the
years the connection bet\'o'een crazy making in a pathological so<:iety and its manifestation in an individual pathology.
Coffman (1962, 1974) examined the systematic dehumanization and stigmatization of people institutionalized in 35)'lums. Fromm (1955) wrote the following:
Yet many psychiatrists and psychologists refuse to
entertain the idea that so<:iety as a whole may be
lacking in sanity, They hold that the problem of
mental health in a society is only that of the number of "unadjusted" individuals, and not tllat of a
possible unadjustmentofthe culture itself. This book
deals with the latter problem; not with individual
pailiology. but with the pathoWgy oj nOTl7U2lcy. particuJarly",ith the pathologyofcontemporary Western
society.
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Fromm also noted:
Just as there is a Joli~ a deux there is Jolie a milliom.
The fact that millions ofpeople share the same\ices
does not make these vices virtues, the fact that they
share so many errors does not make the errors to
be truths, and the fact tltat millions ofpeople share
the same forms of mental pathology does not make
these people sane.
In a similar"ein, Laing and Esterson (1970), place the individual in a context rather than a single maladjusted person
unrelated to the social milieu. They write:
In this book we believe that we show that the experience and bcha\iorofschizophrenicsis much more
socially intelligible than has come to be supposed
by most pS)·chiatrists.
We have tried in each single instance to ansWer
the question: to what extent is the experience and
behavior of that person who has already begun a
career as adiagnosed 'schizophrenic' patient, intelligible in the light of the praxis and process of his
or her family nexus?
We believe that the shift of point of view that
these descriptions both embody and demand has
an historical significance no less radical than the
shift from a demonological to a clinical viewpoint
three hundred years ago.
Finally, Szasz, (1973), notes the following:
No age in recorded history, including our own, has
cause for self<ongratulation. Indeed. as the accounts
ofin\'oluntary mental hospitalization and treatment
assembled in this volume show. modem man, with
the aid of science and medicine, has developed an
especially abhorrent method of controlling his fellowman.
The turnaround in recognizing trauma-induced diS§(?
dation, including MPD, seems to have started with the PTSD
that would not go a","3y. namely the post traumatic srreSS
found in Viet Nam war veterans. The recognjtion of post
traumatic stress in adult children of alcoholics further
increased the interest in family-based PTSD. The work of
feminist-oriented writers, (Martin, 1976; Steinmetz, 1977;
Brownmiller, 1975) who looked at the issues of battering.
rape, and child abuse, also added impetus to the increased
perception of widespread trauma-induced dissociation.
Theorists. researchers and therapists investigating in the
area ofaI ternativc explanations for ritual abuse perhaps need
to add a dash of humility to their acti\ities. Considering the
less than sterling performance of the field of pS)'chotherapy in recognizing and effectively treating clients with
trauma-based disorders, this caution would seem to be
warranted.
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Dr. Ganaway seems to wanl to shove ritual abuse back
into the closet, slam and lock lhe door, and throwaway the
key. Perhaps, in Iiglll of our society's desire to stay in denial
about abuse of any kind, we should keep the door open a
lillIe while longer. •
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